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PREFACE

This Interim Standard was prepared by the Joint Standards Australia/Standards New Zealand
Committee TE/7, Human Exposure to Electromagnetic Fields, to supersede, in Australia,
AS 2772.1  — 1990 and, in New Zealand, NZS 6609.1:1990, Radiofrequency radiation,
Part 1: Maximum exposure levels100 kHz to 300 GHz.

This Interim Standard is based on the International Radiation Protection Association (IRPA)
Specific Absorption Rate (SAR) Guidelines. This edition covers an extended frequency range down
to 3 kHz.

The term ‘informative’ has been used in this Interim Standard to defined the application of the
appendix to which it applies. An informative appendix is for information and guidance only.

While this document has been the subject of public comment and has met the consensus requirements
for publication, given the level of public interest in this subject Standards Australia and Standards
New Zealand has decided to issue this document as an Interim Standard to allow further committee
review and public comment before being finalised. The particular areas the Committee will be
reviewing are as follows:

• The treatment of non-thermal effects.
• The appropriateness of proposed radiation levels which are based on current World Heath

Organization (WHO) recommendations.
• The proposed measurement methods of time and spatial averaging.

Standards Australia and Standards New Zealand invite comment on this Interim Standard from
persons and organizations concerned with this subject. The date for expiry of comment is
5 March 1999 at which (or earlier) this Interim Standard will be confirmed, withdrawn or revised in
the light of comments received.

During the life of this document the Committee will monitor all comment as it is received.

Attention is drawn to the fact that this document is an Interim Australian/ New Zealand Standard
and should be regarded as a development Standard liable to future alteration.

©  Copyright—STANDARDS AUSTRALIA/STANDARDS NEW ZEALAND
Users of Standards are reminded that copyright subsists in all Standards Australia and Standards New Zealand publications and software.
Except where the Copyright Act allows and except where provided for below no publications or software produced by Standards Australia
or Standards New Zealand may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system in any form or transmitted by any means without prior
permission in writing from Standards Australia or Standards New Zealand. Permission may be conditional on an appropriate royalty
payment. Australian requests for permission and information on commercial software royalties should be directed to the head office of
Standards Australia. New Zealand requests should be directed to Standards New Zealand.

      Up to 10 percent of the technical content pages of a Standard may be copied for use exclusively in-house by purchasers of the
Standard without payment of a royalty or advice to Standards Australia or Standards New Zealand.

       Inclusion of copyright material in computer software programs is also permitted without royalty payment provided such programs
are used exclusively in-house by the creators of the programs.

Care should be taken to ensure that material used is from the current edition of the Standard and that it is updated whenever the Standard is
amended or revised. The number and date of the Standard should therefore be clearly identified.

The use of material in print form or in computer software programs to be used commercially, with or without payment, or in commercial
contracts is subject to the payment of a royalty. This policy may be varied by Standards Australia or Standards New Zealand at any time.
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